TO: Distribution

FROM: Richard C. Visconti, A.I.A.  
Assistant Commissioner

DATE: May 11, 1992

SUBJECT: Local Law 58/87 - Acceptable Prototypical Kitchen

The annexed galley type kitchen with T-shaped turn space, "K3C", has been determined to be an acceptable prototype in compliance with Local Law 58/87.

Alternative placements of the kitchen appliances may be permitted provided that all minimum dimensions are maintained and the t-turn space is not encroached upon.

*SEE BUILDINGS BULLETIN 2014-023
PROSPECTIVELY RESCinded by BUILDINGS BULLETIN 2014-023

KITCHEN (GALLEY TYPE) 'K3C'

Scale 1/2" = 1'-0"
Showing compliance to T-shaped turn space (at workcounter and at sink cabinet)

ONLY FOR PROJECTS FILED BEFORE 12-31-14*

*SEE BUILDINGS BULLETIN 2014-023